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Abstract: The world is suddenly stuck by a global pandemic, Covid-19 that has immediately called for social distancing and made 
people mandatory to sit indoor without knowing how to get out from this situation.The country like India is facing major crisis in 
many sectors but the worst hit sector is the educational sector as most of the exams have been cancelled during the final assessments 
and there were no way left for offline learning, as and for always life and health is more important than others.These create mental 
stress for the students and bring very bad impact on their studies. Hence to keep students engaged and free from mental stress, online 
learning can play important role and probably the best solution during this pandemic situation. Teachers can use virtual classrooms to 
teach from home with all necessary tools which makes the online classes effective. This article emphasizes on how online learning is 
beneficial or disadvantageous during times of crises like work absences or pandemics and in future how can it be used more 
efficiently. The author has made an online survey among 33 students of physics department in his college using Google form where 
the students used to give answer through 5-point rating system. Apart from 5-point rating questionnaire, there are several questions on 
which students have to give answer in their own words. The author examined both advantages and challenges of online classes from 
students' point of view and also explored some suggestions for improving online classes which could play an important role in 
improving the online learning process. Therefore, some tools and techniques for online learning which can ensure the continuity of 
learning are highlighted. Merits and demerits of online learning are also discussed. Views of learners on Online learning system 
during lockdown are pointed out. 
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Introduction 
  The corona virus spreading very quickly and to stop it's spreading, the only way at that very moment, is to close all the 
people's gatherings in the whole world. Traditional education system is contained with a lot of people gather in a place, so there is a 
too much chance for spreading Covid-19. Thus, the many Governments like India temporarily closed educational institutions to 
control the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
 In this situation, learning can now be realized online; the best way in this crisis and knowledge can be transferred virtually using 
multiple media. Online learning is beneficial because it is instantly accessible and offers flexible scheduling. In this system, one can 
use internet for communicate virtually with their teachers and fellow learners through E-mail, WhatsApp, Videoconferencing, 
messaging or using other tools. Though there are often some problems occurs during the technical interfacing between them. 
 

Online Learning is encouraged us to continue learning process in the lockdown period but due to some technical and 
infrastructure disadvantages in between the users, it also brings new challenges with it. 

 
Objectives: The objectives of the study are to: 
examine both advantages and challenges of online classes, online exam and mental health of the students from students' point 
of view and also try to explore some suggestions for improving online classes which could play an important role in improving 
the online teaching and learning process. 
 
Literature Review 

A paper by Zboun, J.S. and Farrah, M. (2021) [1] aimed to elicit students' perspectives towards benefits and challenges of 
fully online classes at Hebron University. The researchers examined both advantages and challenges of online classes from students' 
point of view. The finding of this study showed that students faced some challenges with online learning; they preferred face to face 
classes. The disadvantages of online classes from their perspectives are more than the advantages. There is another paper by Jena, P. 
K. (May 31, 2020) [2] where the author has done some qualitative analysis on “how online learning is beneficial during times of 
crises” and discussed some merits and demerits about online learning system. Some other journals [3, 4] and e-contents [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] 
relating to online learning system are studied to find out the advantages and challenges associated with online learning system 
especially during pandemics. 
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Method 
The author has made an online survey using Google form (using event feedback form) [10] where the students are asked to 

give answer through 5-point rating system (like 5-point Likert scale system). Questions of 5- point rating system offering respondents 
the possibility to choose and rate among several options from 1 (very bad) to 5 (excellent). Apart from 5-point rating questionnaire, 
there are several questions on which students have to give answer in their own words. The views of learners of a renowned college are 
collected while conducting online classes using videoconferencing software Google Meet. The collected data are analyzed to study 
merits and demerits of Online Learning system during lockdown and trying to understand how to make it effective for the learners.  
 
Result and Observation 

We stated a field survey on online mode learning from students view point on the topic "On Online Learning During 
lockdown" using a digital platform i.e., Google form and the students of our dept actively participate in that online survey. The 
following is a combined statistical view of the result of the survey report that provide the in-hand data to understand the merits and 
demerits of the online learning and to find out some suggestions for future improvements. 

 

 
 Some of the students faced some mental health issue during this lockdown period as they are not used to with the isolation. The 

face-to-face interaction is quite a bit important as it is more useful to calm down a stressful life and we, teachers can also support 
the students mentally and emotionally. 

 The students are missing the classroom ambience, though they try hard to get accustomed with this online mode.  For some of my 
students it is very tough to stay day after day in a home. Here some of their personal views: 

i. "I feel disconnected with teacher." 
ii. "Missed the Face-to-Face interaction, ability of participation and lost energy during class" 
iii. "I miss my classroom very much”. 
iv. "Studying in presence of classmates is too good and the best fact is that we can interact with each other discussing the problems 

which we face during study." 
v. "We got face-to-face interaction with teachers in the class. But we did not satisfy due to hazy picture and sound quality in online 

class. " 

 
 There is too much network issue during the online classes due to lack of proper network connectivity in everywhere. 
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 Online learning helped many students to properly manage their time and increase its effectiveness reducing the consumption of 

time that have to waste in various way through offline mode. 

 
 

 
  There is mixed view on the online interface issue; as all students are not equally technically skilled 
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 The online mode is seemed to be cost effective; though it is a problem for some students as the price of the data packs and internet 
connections are headache to them and also many students don't have the financial condition to buy smart phones, Tabs, laptops 
etc. 

 
 
 

 
 Here also a mixed opinion, some students feel the online classes energetic while others have opposite view point. 

 
 
 Most of the students can't interact with their teacher properly. They feel a lack of communication in between student and teacher. 
 

 
 The class attendance during lockdown is not a big issue, as the few number of students doesn’t able to join the class due to some 

reasons. 
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 The collection of study material, notes, books, pdfs become easier for the students; they need not to pen down everything as most 

of the things get available in soft copy (i.e., digital resources). 
 

 
 The maximum numbers of students are comfortable with their own house study environment. 
 

 
 The quality of learning through online mode is seemed to be quite good for most of the students.  
 

 
 
 There is mixed opinion from the students on the effect of online classes during lockdown on their life and health. Some students 

are happy as they can spend much more time with their family and in own space. But the institutions are not only for the sole 
purpose of study as any institution plays a big role in students' life; some of the students missing it from their life. 
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 There is an average remark on that online mode is helpful for students learning as this mode of study is still needed many more 
improvements to produce the desired result. 

 
 Exams are taken in online mode, but this is completely different than the traditional way of taking exam. Here some students 

opinion on way of online exams 
i. "During the pandemic physical presence is harmful. So online is the only way to conduct the exams. But some students who are 

economically weaker cannot afford the Smartphone. We should consider their problems also." 
ii. "It's not up to the mark, the real purpose of taking exams can't fulfill by online exams, I think.” 
iii. "There will be really no 'EXAM' if it were to held through online mode in our home with all 'CHEATS' in hand;" 
iv. "Value of marks decreases as everyone gets good score." 
 
 Practical experiments can't be done through this online mode for the subjects like Physics and the practicals are very important 

part of the syllabus for the proper learning of the subject. Here some view of students 
i. "As physics is practical oriented sub so without practical class it is insufficient if teachers take steps to recover whole practical 

classes,it will be better for us" 
ii. "Practicals are necessary. We aren't able to do that in online mode. So it's a huge problem." 
iii. "That's one way to depict the limitations of online study but can do nothing for that, it's just the circumstances that didn't let us do 

the practical classes which are considered to be the rest part of learning physics as a whole besides theories, although we felt the 
utmost necessity for the practical experiences of each topic from our theories, we can't but help with the situation;" 

iv. "After reading a theory we really want to make a practical on it but in this online class method we can't do so. This problem very 
badly effect in my study" 

 
Discussion 

From the above survey report, we can understand that the online mode made a unique effect on everybody as all are 
experiencing it for the first time. If we think form the learners or student’s perspective, we get to know that 
1. They felt happy due to utilization of time in attending online classes during the lockdown period. Though some of them faced 

some difficulty in joining online classes but should get acquainted later on. 
2. They are feeling lonely and unable to share feelings with anybody. 
3.  They observed poor audio/video quality in some locality due to poor network. 
4.  They are requesting to facilitate practical based classes through virtual laboratories. 
5. They are feeling unhappy for not having required technically knowledge to join online learning more effectively. 
 
Conclusion 

Lockdown has affected the traditional way learning in academic institutions across the whole world. Therefore, the online 
learning during lockdown is a fundamental topic that needs to be discussed. According to the survey that was distributed among 33 
students, the result shows that the online learning saves a lot of time for the students and seems to be cost effective but for some under 
privileged students are facing some financial issues. The students now can easily collect study materials, notes and books in digital 
platform and get quality of learning sitting in their comfortable own house environment. The exam pattern has been changed a lot and 
become more flexible but there is question about its authenticity. The data also shows that students are facing network issue during 
online classes and also, they have required technical skill to use online interface. Initiative for online learning is taken for the students 
to keep them engaged in study and keep free from mental stress but some students still facing mental issues and feel disconnected with 
their habituate environment. The survey also indicates that practical classes are very much required for lab-based subject like physics. 
The students are little happy to go with online learning technique for being helpful to continue study in lockdown period but to fulfill 
the desired outcome, it requires many more improvements. But for now, it can't replace the offline mode rather it should be considered 
as an option for choice along with the offline one, and if the both together can be used more systematically, our overall learning 
process will be more robust and improved. 
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